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QUEEN ELIZABETH AND  THE ELECTOR OF COLOGNE, 1584.
Having seen in F. von Raumer's " Historisches Taschenbttch " the alleged rage of Queen Elizabeth
against the Elector of Cologne and his wife, and the Earl of Essex,—a story hitherto neither
challenged nor examined,—let us consult the authentic correspondence of the Elector Truchsess.
In the Calendar of State Papers Foreign, for 1584-85; including the Germanic States, and also
the volume for 1585-86, there does not appear to be, from first to last, any reference to a visit of the
Elector's wife. Nor does it figure in the " Annales" of John Stow, who lived in London, and
habitually took note of the arrival, entertainment, and departure of foreign travellers of distinction.
The episode is set by Von Raumer in the summer of 1584, immediately after the assassination
of the Prince of Orange. The Prince was murdered in July. The Elector's appeal to the Queen of
England for aid is dated 6th October, 1584,—i.e. 26th September English style (Cal: S.P.F., p. 76).
He does not allude to any letter received from Her Majesty; and no draft or copy of such an effusion
as Von Raumer quotes can be discovered in the Record Office. This is not necessarily to say that it
was never written; but the tone of the Elector's actual communication makes it very unlikely that
he regarded himself as under the Queen's displeasure.
His correspondence with her, mostly through Secretary Davison, is that of one relying upon her
assistance. From the Queen herself there is no draft of a letter to him until November 1585. It
contains no reproaches. She commends him to the Earl of Leicester, her Commander-in-Chief in the
Low Countries, just commissioned, and represents herself as desiring most earnestly to see the Elector
restored to the state and prosperity she considers he well deserves.1
Previously in 1584 (i3th December) Ortell had written to Secretary Walsingham that the letter
sent for the Elector had been lost at sea.3 On the 26th December 1584, when Davison informed the
Elector that no answer had come yet from Her Majesty, he added that he doubted not but in the
end her reply would give good satisfaction.3 On February 4th (January 25th o.s.) the Elector thanked
the Queen direct for money received/ his acknowledgments being in terms which do not hint at any
element of discord.
The fashion of publishing books of popular History merely on the authority of the historian,
without contemporary references, has been fertile in errors. In the ensuing volumes many hitherto
applauded anecdotes and scandals will be seen collapsing under the test of dates and documents.
Especially do the alleged amorous dallyings of Robert Earl of Essex dwindle. Readers need not
complain of the clearing away of the hoary fictions; for they will find Essex's career, both public and
private not only " stranger than fiction " but far more interesting.
iCal: S.P.R 1585-86. p. 188, see Leicester Correspondence.   Mb. 1584-85. p. 188.
3Ib. p. 204.   *Ib. p. 260.

